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By propagating beamlets from a periodically placed array of single-mode fiber amplifiers in a large mode-are (LMA) fiber, we find that a
self-image of the initial beamlets is formed at certain distances in the LMA fiber. A Talbot mirror fiber device (TMFD) based on this property
is proposed for phase-locking of a multi-fiber laser. For this laser system, we investigate how the LMA fiber length variation; the fiber
amplifier phase variation, amplitude variation, and displacement affect the self-image qualities and the coupling efficiency.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Fiber lasers are a promising candidate for developing high
power lasers [1, 2]. One reason is that optical fibers have
simple geometries and a small volume which makes alignment relatively easy and the laser cavity compact. Also, optical fibers have an inherently high surface area to active volume ratio which allows for efficient cooling. However, in a
single fiber the output power is limited by nonlinear effects
such as stimulated Raman scattering and stimulated Brillouin
scattering [3, 4]. Using large mode-area (LMA) fibers designed
with single modes can reduce nonlinear effects by spreading
the power over a wider area; single-mode output power up
to 10 KW has been demonstrated by IPG Photonics [5]. However, due to the mode confinement limitations in conventional
optical fibers, maintaining lasing with single-mode output in
an LMA fiber is difficult.
Another strategy for high power fiber lasers was proposed
by Siegman, who published a complete description of gainguiding in slab-waveguides and optical fibers, which can
maintain a single mode profile with core size up to several hundred microns [6]. Lasing in gain-guided, index antiguided (GG+IAG) fiber with single mode output has been
demonstrated experimentally recently by several researchers
[7]-[9]. With fiber lasers in mind, recent papers have studied gain-saturation effects and self-focusing in a gain guided
waveguide [10]-[12]. However, the pump technique for this
fiber needs to be improved, and the pumping efficiency is extremely low.
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At the same time, phase-locked fiber laser designs have been
theoretically and experimentally demonstrated to be a good
candidate for the development of high power fiber lasers
[13, 14]. More importantly, self-organized coherence in fiber
laser arrays has been discovered and studied recently [15][17], which eliminates the need for active feedback control for
the fiber length or polarization.
In a compact design Li et al demonstrated the use of a passive
fiber as a Talbot mirror [18, 19], using self-imaging in multimode optical fibers [20]. Their fiber laser cavity uses multicore fiber where cross talk can occur. The use of a multi-core
fiber also limited the pump coupling efficiency.
In this paper, we propose an all fiber-based compact phaselocked multi-fiber laser design using the Talbot self-imaging
effect. Similar to Ref [18, 19], we use a Talbot mirror fiber device (TMFD) which serves as an imaging resonator. The TMFD
is a large mode area fiber (LMA) of a certain length with a
partial reflector fabricated at one end. The LMA fiber length
is determined by numerically solving the beam propagation
in the fiber. Numerical simulation results display phased array results for 4 and 8 fibers periodically placed in regular
polygonal geometry. Also the simulation is performed with an
additional fiber in the center for 4 and 8 fibers cases and the
power coupling efficiency is significantly improved. In addition, we have studied the self-imaging instability by changing
the LMA fiber length; varying the phase, amplitude, and position among the input SM fibers.
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4 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF
SELFIMAGING IN LMA FIBER

FIG. 1 Phase-locking fiber laser design showing the TMFD end section. A 2×2 fiber
amplifier array is coupled into a 2×2 set of SM fibers which are fused onto a LMA
fiber in a regular rectangular geometry. A partial reflector acts as the output coupler
is fabricated on the opposite end of the LMA fiber. Also, there could be fiber Bragg
gratings which 100% pass the pump and 100% reflect the signal at the input end of
each fiber amplifier to form the laser cavity.

2 TALBOT MIRROR FIBER DEVICE
(TMFD) CONCEPT
The TMFD is a very compact device which consists of a LMA
fiber and a partial reflector; it is illustrated in Figure 1. This
fiber device is the key component of the fiber laser cavity design. As illustrated, initial beamlets delivered by a fiber array
are coupled into the LMA fiber After its forward propagation
in the LMA fiber the beam is partially reflected and back propagates to the input plane. After one round trip propagation in
the LMA fiber, the beam self-images at the input plane, provided the input beams are properly phased. The TMFD reinforces a phased array since the feedback is maximum for a
reimaged profile, which corresponds to the properly phased
array. The LMA fiber length is carefully selected to ensure
the self-imaging recurs at the input plane to maximize the
power coupling efficiency between the reflected beam and the
fiber array. In this paper, the LMA length is half of the selfimaging distance. However, a full self-imaging distance can
also be used. We design the TMFD geometry through numerical simulations of beam propagation in the LMA fiber, and we
limited the propagation length to be within 20 mm which is
enough for finding a self-imaging distance.

3 PHASE-LOCKED MULTI-FIBER LASER
DESIGN
For the phase-locked multi-fiber laser design illustration, we
use a 2×2 fibers array as an example. In Figure 1, a 2×2 fiber
amplifier array is coupled into a 2×2 set of multi-mode (MM)
fibers which is then tapered down to SM fibers array. The tapering can be done with a Vytran GPX 3400, see Ref [21]. After
that, the SM fibers array is coupled into the LMA fiber. A partial reflector, which is also the output mirror, is fabricated at
the opposite LMA fiber end. By carefully choosing the length
of the LMA fiber the reflected light forms a self-image at the
input plane and couples back into the SM fibers array. We note
that the tolerance on the length of the LMA fiber is relaxed
somewhat if the fiber amplifiers have modest tunability. The
coupling efficiency due to the re-imaging is crucial for operating the laser system. There are also mirrors at the other end
of the fiber amplifiers, which could be fiber Bragg grating that
pass 100% of the pump while reflecting 100% of the signal.
The end mirrors and the TMFD form a resonator. The cavity is
self-organized to lase using a low loss mode by adjusting the
phases and amplitudes in each injected amplifier [15].

In this section the self-imaging effect is studied for four different SM fibers arrays, including: four periodically placed fibers
on the vertices of a square, four periodically placed fibers plus
one fiber in the center, eight periodically placed fibers on the
vertices of a regular octagon, and eight periodically placed
fibers plus one fiber in the center. We assume Gaussian signal beams with flat phase profiles coming from each of the
SM fibers (Thorlab’s SMF-28 fiber) with a mode field diameter of 10.4 µm, and a signal wavelength of 1.55 µm. Also,
we assume no phase or power variations between each beam.
The LMA fiber (Thorlab’s BFL37-200 fiber) that is used has a
200 µm core diameter, and the core and cladding index are
estimated to be 1.506 and 1.460, respectively. For the model,
we assume the cladding is infinite. The reflector fabricated
on the LMA fiber end has 50% power reflection at 1.55 µm.
We first show the case of four periodically placed fibers coupled to the LMA fiber. The SM fibers are fused to the LMA
fiber in a square array with side length of 60 µm. In order
to find the optimum self-imaging distance, we simulate the
beam propagation in the LMA using a standard Fast-FourierTransform (FFT) method, see video, say for Figure 2(a). With
the video as a guide, we numerically find that a self-imaging
distance is about 11.28 mm where the maximum power coupling efficiency into the SM fibers happens. The power coupling efficiency is calculated through Ref [22] page 271-274,
and the maximum power coupling efficiency is found to be
about 16%, and the total efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of the coupled power back into the SM fibers to the initial
input power, is about 6%. The total efficiency includes the 50%
power loss from output coupler, and the loss caused by the radiation modes in the fiber core. The videos for the cases of 4+1,
8 and 8+1 beamlet cases are linked in Figure 2.
In Figure 3, we show the simulation results with LMA length
of 5.64 mm, which is half of the reimaging distance. Note that,
we only look at the beams in the fiber within 50 microns radius from the center, where most of the beam is concentrated.
Figures 3(a) and 3(e) are the input field intensity and phase
distribution, Figures (b) and (f) are the self-imaged (i.e. round
trip) field intensity and phase distribution at the input plane,
and Figures 3(c) and (g) are the field intensity and phase distribution at the partial reflector, respectively. The output far-field
intensity and phase distributions are plotted in Figures 3(d)
and 3(h), respectively. It can be seen that most of the power
is concentrated in the center. If an adaptive element is placed
after the output coupler to correct the phase, such as a Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) conjugate mirror [23], the far
field beam quality will be improved.
For the four periodically placed fibers array plus one fiber in
the center case, four SM fibers are fused to the LMA fiber in
a square array with side length of 60 µm, and an additional
identical fiber is fused to the center of the LMA fiber. The beam
propagation in the LMA is shown in a video, see Figure 2(b).
When the LMA fiber length is 7.29 mm corresponding to a
reimaging distance of 14.58 mm, we find the maximum field
coupling efficiency into the SM fibers. We note that another
self-image also occurs around 11.28 mm, but the coupling ef-
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FIG. 2 Beam propagation in LMA fiber. (a) is the propagation for 4 fibers array case
(Movie-1), (b) is the propagation for 4+1 fibers array (Movie-2), (c) is the propagation
for 8 fibers array case (Movie-3), and (d) is the propagation for 8+1 fibers array case
(Movie-4).
FIG. 6 Simulation of self-imaging for 8+1 periodically placed fibers array in a 7.3 mm
long LMA fiber. The top row is the intensity profile and the bottom row is the phase
profile. The propagation distances are paired together: (a,e) 0 mm, (b,f) 14.60 mm,
(c,g) 7.30 mm, and (d,h) is the far field diffraction pattern.

FIG. 3 Simulation of self-imaging for 4 periodically placed fibers array in a 5.64 mm
long LMA fiber. The top row is the intensity profile and the bottom row is the phase
profile. The propagation distances are paired together: (a,e) 0 mm, (b,f) 11.28 mm
(round trip propagation image at the input plane), (c,g) 5.64 mm, and (d,h) is the far
field diffraction pattern.

FIG. 4 Simulation of self-imaging for 4+1 periodically placed fibers array in a 7.29 mm
long LMA fiber. The top row is the intensity profile and the bottom row is the phase
profile. The propagation distances are paired together: (a,e) 0mm, (b,f) 14.58 mm
(round trip propagation image at the input plane), (c,g) 7.29 mm, and (d,h) is the far
field diffraction pattern.

FIG. 5 Simulation of self-imaging for 8 periodically placed fibers array in a 7.42 mm
long LMA fiber. The top row is the intensity profile and the bottom row is the phase
profile. The propagation distances are paired together: (a,e) 0 mm, (b,f) 14.84 mm
(round trip propagation image at the input plane), (c,g) 7.42 mm, and (d,h) is the far
field diffraction pattern.

ficiency is much lower through numerical calculation. This

can be concluded qualitatively from the video in Figure 2(b).
The maximum power coupling efficiency is calculated to be
about 22%, and the total efficiency becomes 8%. Again, 14%
efficiency loss is due to the output coupler and the radiation
modes in the fiber core. In Figure 5, we show the simulation results with an LMA length of 7.29 mm. Figures 4(a) and 5(e) are
the input field intensity and phase distribution, Figures 4(b)
and 4(f) are the self-imaged field intensity and phase distribution at the input plane, and Figures 4(c) and 4(g) are the field
intensity and phase distribution at the partial reflector, respectively. Note that, at the partial reflector the field distribution
exhibits a Gaussian like profile. The output far-field pattern
intensity and phase distributions are plotted in Figures 5(d)
and 5(h), and again the intensity shows a bright central spot.
Similarly, for eight fibers placed in a regular octagon, which
has a side length of 32.47 µm (four and eight fibers array are
placed on the same inscribed circle), the optimum reimaging
distance is 14.84 mm, and the LMA fiber length is 7.42 mm, see
video inFigure 3(c) for the beam propagation. The power coupling efficiency is numerically found to be about 21%, and the
total efficiency is about 7% which is higher than the 4 fibers
case. In Figure 6, we show the simulation results with LMA
length of 7.42 mm. For this case, the output near field beam
quality is improved; see Figure 6(c). From Figure 6(b), we observe that the central beam spot is brighter than the surrounding beam spots. Although there is no fiber in the center, an
additional passive SM fiber with an appropriate mode diameter can be put in the center of the 8 fibers arrays to serve as
an output fiber to deliver the Gaussian like beam. This gives
an alternative for the design of the laser cavity which will be
investigated in the future.
When an additional SM fiber added to the 8 fibers array in
the center, the optimum reimaging distance becomes 14.6 mm,
and the LMA fiber length is 7.3 mm, see video in Figure 2(d)
for the beam propagation. Now the power coupling efficiency
increased to 29 % and the total efficiency is increased to 10%.
In Figure 6 the simulation results with LMA length of 7.3 mm
display the mode patterns. The result is very close to the 8
fiber array case with even more power concentrated in each
SM fiber core as the beam propagates back to the fibers array; see Figure 5(b). Also, the output beam concentrates more
power to the central spot in the far-field.
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FIG. 8 Coupling efficiency vs. phase mismatch for one fiber. The LMA fiber length is
5.64 mm.

FIG. 7 Power efficiency vs. LMA fiber length. The blue circles are data points for the
mode coupling efficiency between the self-imaged beam and the SM fiber array mode,
and the red triangles are data points for the total efficiency defined as the ratio of
back coupled power to initial power. The lines are guides for the eye. The Top three
2-D images are the intensity distributions of the self-imaged beam for indicated fiber
length.

Numerical simulations were also performed by changing the
separation between the fibers but keeping them on a regular
polygon. The separation parameter changes the self-imaging
positions, coupling efficiency, and the output beam profiles.
By studying these parameters the coupling efficiency can be
optimized.

5 TALBOT SELF-IMAGING STABILITY
In the previous section, the numerical simulation results presented used the optimal reimaging distance, which enables
the self-imaged beams to couple back into the SM fibers with
the maximum overlap to the SM fiber modes. However, the
coupling efficiency between the self-imaged beam and the SM
fiber modes depends on the LMA fiber length. At the same
time, the amplitude and the phase variations among the initial
beamlets, and a displacement of the fibers can deteriorate the
mode coupling efficiency. In this section, we use the four fibers
case to illustrate how the fiber length, phase, amplitude variations, and the fiber displacement affect the mode coupling
efficiencies.

5.1 LMA fiber length variation
For the 4 fibers case, the optimal LMA fiber length is found
to be 5.64 mm which is half of the reimaging distance. At this
fiber length, the self-image can be coupled back into the SM
fiber with maximum coupling efficiency which is calculated
to be about 16%. Figure 7 shows a the plot of efficiency versus LMA fiber length, where the blue circles show the mode
coupling efficiency between the self-image and the SM fiber
array mode, and the red triangles show the total efficiency,
which is defined as the ratio of the power coupled back to
the SM fiber to the initial power. As shown in the figure, the
efficiencies drop as the fiber length deviates from the half of

the reimaging distance. The reason is when the fiber length
changes, the self-image blurs at the fiber and the SM fiber interface. Thus, the coupling efficiency drops as the fiber length
is varied around half the reimaging distance. If 30% coupling
efficiency drop is allowed for the system, then the tolerance of
the LMA fiber length would be about 80 µm. This length requirement is relaxed somewhat if we allow the fiber lasers to
tune in frequency.

5.2 Phase variations
Through numerical simulation, it is found that the phase variation among the beamlets degrades the coupling efficiency as
well. For simplicity, we change the phase of the upper left
Gaussian beam as shown in Figure 2(a). In Figure 8, the coupling efficiency vs. the phase change of one fiber is plotted.
The coupling efficiency falls as the phase difference increases.
The self-imaged intensity distributions that correspond to the
phase difference points are also plotted as inserts in Figure 8.
It can be seen that the self-images are distorted and blurred,
which is also an indication that the coupling efficiency will
drop. The reason is the phase difference alters the reimaging
distance where the beams interfere with each other, thus the
beam can’t self-image itself at the SM and LMA fiber interface.

5.3 Amplitude variations and fiber
displacement
Similar to the change of coupling efficiency due to phase variations discussed in Section 5.2, the amplitude variations will
also degrade the coupling efficiency. For a simple example, if
the upper right beam spot has amplitude 50% less than all the
other beams, the coupling efficiency is 0.1410 which is a 12%
drop compared with the result fromFigure 3. This shows that
the amplitude variation is not as sensitive as the phase variation. Figure 9 is the plot of the intensity distribution for the initial beam and the beam reflected back to the input plane. Numerical simulations also show that when one fiber is displaced
by 10 microns horizontally, the coupling efficiency drops 50%
see Figure 10.
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FIG. 9 Self-imaging with intensity variation. (a) is the initial beam intensity distribution,
and (b) is the intensity of the beam reflected back to the input plane.
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